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REED LANDS EXPLORATORY ROVER IN 
MYSTERIOUS LAND OF “NOT-REED”

by BB

by EC

An Immodest Proposal for The Quest
Dear Quest,

We’ve known each other a long time. I remember how you looked the day of  my first issue, back in ‘87. I couldn’t quite make out your headline, but I’ll never forget the gleam of  fresh-
printed ink on your masthead. I wished for mobility, just so I could traverse the Commons wall-thingy and join you in your personal space bubble. I wished for a union of  our two 
publications--perhaps I could find a niche on your eighth page, and stay there forever.

I knew I had to speak to you, but I knew not what to say. After all, our age difference was daunting--you’d been around some 80 years by then, though you didn’t look a day over 40, and 
I was but an infant, speaking my first foul and innuendo-laden sentences tentatively in your shadow. Finally, after a few excruciating months of  self-doubt, I whispered a penis joke across 
our shared concrete surface; to this day, I don’t know whether you heard it. Perhaps it got lost in the hubbub of  Commons, or perhaps it warmed some piece of  your old soul.
    You were my idol, all those years ago, difficult as that may be for you to believe. Students would take a look at me, then pass me by in favor of  your wiser pages, but I was never jealous, 
no--I watched you in awe, hopeful that someday I could achieve your level of  respect. Oh, don’t give me that look--I know I seemed like a drunken frat boy at the time, but I knew, deep 
down, that my fart jokes could turn the tide in humor’s favor among intellectuals the world over--maybe then, I thought, you’d notice me.
    Soon, I started garnering attention from the students. They were tired, burnt out--their freshman spark of  intellectual curiosity had been replaced by a sullen cynicism that fed only on 
crass satire and pictures of  cute animals. I had found my place in the world, it seemed, but it was not with you--I belonged alone, independent, making my own way in the world. One by 
one, my pages would disappear in the hands of  your old readers, while you gathered dust. I wept for you, then, for you did not deserve such a pitiable fate. I tried to be sympathetic, tried 
to comfort you, but I could see it in your wrinkling pages--it pained you to see me rise above you.

Don’t fret, dear Quest--there are those even now with tastes refined enough to appreciate your glorious prose. And, lest you forget, we have our own cross to bear: for every fan we have, 
there is an enemy waiting, sharpie primed, for us to falter in our moral fortitude. I wouldn’t wish that notoriety upon you, Quest, and if  you knew how it felt to be so much in the public 
eye, you would count your relative obscurity as a blessing.
    But, I digress--this letter’s aim is not professional, but personal. I know we’ve had our differences the last few years, with our gentle ribbing of  your writing abilities and your high-
browed scoffing at ours, but I can’t keep it a secret any longer. I am in love with you, Quest, and have been since the moment my page touched yours in Ian Allenson’s backpack in 1995. 
You complete me. What I’m trying to say, Quest, is that I cannot imagine going to the printers without you, and that I want to spend the remainder of  my publication in your company. 
Quest...will you marry me?

Eagerly awaiting our engagement,
The Pamphlette

These are your ring options. If  you don’t like them, I’ll probably cry.

 Early Thursday morning, while Reed’s campus basked 
in its peaceful, quiet emptiness, a select group of  students and faculty 
could be found atop the Physics Building. A cacophony of  celebratory 
sounds surrounded a giant banner, flying high in the drizzly October 
sky. The banner, hoisted by the tenuous arms of  several pale and 
lonely Physics seniors, read: “ONE SMALL STEP FOR REED, 
ONE GIANT LEAP FOR REED (Kind of)”. 

 Finally, after decades of  research, the failed recruitment 
of  Nazi-scientists, and a host of  mechanical difficulties, the Reed 
Physics department successfully landed a Research Rover in the 
strange, otherworldly land of  Not Reed.

 While all the project’s student researchers were busy 
clinking glasses filled to the brim with sparkling fruit juice, though, 
one man stood outside the fray, smiling wistfully to himself. His 
name? Erwin Sherman.

 
 

Erwin is one of  our school’s first documented cases of  CLR (Can’t Leave Reed) Syndrome, a disease that 
for the past five years has increasingly affected the lives of  Reed’s graduates. Since he matriculated in the 
early 1980s, Mr. Sherman (or, “Shirtless Sher” as his classmates used to call him) has remained strictly 
within Reed’s limits, for fear of  what may lie outside of  the campus’ boundaries. Talking to him, one 
begins to understand the true nature of  CLR, and why the Reed Research Rover is integral to the quest for 
its cure.

 “During long breaks, I subsist on a mixture of  squirrel meat and 
my secret cache of  Bon Appetit compost underneath Foster,” said Sher-
man, “But I am beginning to sense those days are nearly over.” 

 Sherman spoke those words as the Rover beamed a host of  
images back to Reed. Preliminary findings suggest that there are in fact 
several institutions less than a mile into Not-Reed, where people can 
exchange green sheets of  paper called “dollars” for food.

 Fellow CLR sufferer Bretty Aukar was also shocked by the news, 
“All this time I’ve been paying six dollars a pop for insanely mediocre 
salsa from Homer’s Hut. You mean to tell me that there are places with a 
selection of  salsa, where all the jars are under three bucks?!”

 Besides the obvious symptom of  having a healthy skepticism 
towards Not-Reed’s food supply, a common fear cited amongst victims 
of  CLR has to do with air quality. Many of  those afflicted claim they 

have no inherent reason to trust the atmosphere outside of  Reed’s protective bubble. Until last week, such 
a fear may have seemed reasonable, if  not entirely rational.

 However, the Reed Research Rover has already demonstrated that Not-Reed has roughly the 
same atmospheric composition as Reed, but with a slightly lower ppm of  tetrahydrocannabinol. What does 
this mean? Well, for people like Erwin, it means that those with CLR can envision a future wherein they 
finally take their first hesitant steps across Woodstock Boulevard into the Unknown Void of  Not-Reed. 

 Certainly, for this reporter, I know it means I have no goddamn excuse for how much money 
I’ve spent at Homer’s Hut in the last month... But seriously, please, someone get me the hell off  of  cam-
pus. I need to taste real salsa again.

“[...] the Reed Research Rover 
has already demonstrated that 

Not-Reed has roughly the same 
atmospheric composition as 

Reed, but with a slightly lower 
ppm of  tetrahydrocannabinol.”

The rover, pictured above, is made of  an estimated $260,000 of  stolen Commons dishware. It runs on a 
hybrid engine, fueled partly by gasoline and partly by the miserable, despondent tears of  Physics majors.


